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ABSTRACT 
Interactive Shopping Directories System (from herein will be referred simply as 
InterShop System) is a web-based system developed with the main purpose of 
providing interactive shopping mall directory. Shopping can sometimes be time 
conswning; due to the wandering around the shopping mall looking for specific 
items and with the possibility of the stores not selling it or maybe just ran out of 
stocks. The main highlight of InterShop System is that the user can search the 
product that they want to purchase and getting detailed information about the item 
such as what shops are selling it, the price and more details about the item. The 
system also will provide user with interactive mall layout, where the user can easily 
navigate to find the facilities or shops location within the mall. On the management 
side, Intershop System will enable the mall owner to manage the layout of the mall, 
updating list of stores and updating the mall news to be read by the customers who 
are using the system. The store owners meanwhile will have the benefits of easily 
managing their stores information and updating the product lists that the stores are 
offering. The system was built using the iterative and incremental methodology and 
the testing period with the users produced good result as majority of the testers 
believed that the system helps in shopping more efficiently. 
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